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A REVIEW OF UNCERTADIIY ESTIMATES ASSOCIATED WITH MODELS FOt 
ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF BREEDER REACTOR EAOIOACTIVITT RELEASES 

Charles f. Miller 
Craig A. Little 

Health and Safety Research Division 

HIGHLIGHTS 

As part of the D.S. Department of Energy Liquid Metal Fast Breeder 

Reactor safety effort, a project is underway at Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory which has as its objectives the identification of models 

available for environmental radiological assessments; evaluation of 

model structure, simplifying assumptions, and data bases; estimation of 

uncertainties in model output; and, when possible, recommendation of 

models and parameters which are best suited to particular assessment 

situations. When needs are identified, recommendations are also made 

for further environmental and biomedical research. 

The purpose of this report is to summarize estimates based on 

currently available datfc of the uncertainty associated with radiological 

assessment models. The models being examined herein are those recom

mended previously for use in breeder reactor assessments. Uncertainty 

estimates are presented for models of atmospheric and hydrologie tran

sport, terrestrial and aquatic food-chain bioaccumulation, and internal 

and external dosimetry. Both long-term and short-term release condi

tions are discussed. 

The uncertainty estimates presented »n this report indicate that, 

for many sites, generic models and representative parameter values may 

be used to calculate doses from annual average radionuclide releases 

U 



vkea these ealealated doses are om tke order of oae—teatk or less of • 

relersmt dose liait. For skort-tera, seeideatal releases, especially 

tkose frea breeder reactors located la sites dominated by complex ter-

raia sad/or eoastal Meteorology, tke aaeertaiaty ia tke dose calcala-

tioas may be Brack larger tkaa aa order of aagaitwde. As a resalt, it 

•ay be aeeessary to iaeorporate site-specific information iato tke dose 

ealcalatioa mader tkese eireaawtaaees to redace tkis aaeertaia y. Bow-

erer, erea asiag site-specific iaformatioa, aataral variability aad tke 

aaeertaiatits la tke dose coarersion factor will likely resalt ia aa 

overall sacertaiaty of greater tkaa aa order of amgaitade for predic-

tioas of dose or eoaeeatrstioa in environmental media folloviag skort-

terai releases. 
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i. onHnvcnoN 

As part of the U.S. Departaent of Energy Liqvid Metal Fart Breeder 

Reactor safety effort, a project is aaderway at Oak Kidge National 

Laboratory which has as its objectives the identification of aodels 

available for environmental radiological assessaeats; evalmation of 

aodel structure, simplifying assumptions, and data bases; estiaation of 

uncertainties in aodel ontpnt; and, when possible, recoaaendation of 

aodels and paraaeters which are best suited to partievlar assessaeat 

situations. When needs are identified, recoaaendations are also aade 

for further environmental and biomedical research (see Appendix A). 

A previous report contains recoaaendations concerning aodels and 

paraaeter valves to be used to astess the iapact on aan of radioactivity 

releases to the environment by breeder reactor facilities. The aodels 

considered include those developed for the prediction of ataospherie and 

hydrologic transport, terrestrial and aquatic food-chain bioaceuaula-

ti.ta, and internal »nd external dosiaetry. Both long-tera and short-

tern release conditions are discussed. Many of these aodels and paraae-

te«* values aay also be appropriate for assessing the i&paet of other 

nuclear facilities as well as breeder reactors. 

Whenever these or any other aodels are used for radiological 

assessaent purposes, their predictions have soae degree of uncertainty 

associated with thea. There er* two basic f*9on» tot this uncer

tainty:2 
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1. all models axa oaly approximations of reality, 

2. tke iapat parameters maad ia tke aodels ace inhexently vaxi-

able. 

Saab aaeertaiatiet axa aaplified wkea aodela aad paxaaeter Talmas detex-

aiaad at oae aita fox oae avexageiag tiaa are applied at a diffexeat 

aita aad/or ©vex a diffexeat time pexiod. Tbeee uaeextaiaties aaat be 

eoaaidered wkeaevex tke pxadictioaa fxoa eaTiroaaeatal transport aad 

dosiaetry aodala axe uaed fox deeisioa-aakiag pmxpoaaa. 

The purpose of this report it to review previously pabliabad eeti-

aates of tke uncertainty aasoeiated witk predietioaa by radiological 

assessment aodels. The aodela excai*. kereia are aiailax to tkose 

reeoaaeaded previoasly fox use ia bxeedex xoaetor asseasaeats. Ho 

attempt is aade ia this report to preseat rigorous sabataatiatioa of 

each of tke estimates givea. Instead, tke reader should refer to tke 

eiteo literature for aore information ia any giver esse. 

2. DOSE ESTIMATION 

Radionuclide releases to tke environment by breeder reactor facili

ties may reault in a dose to aaa via a variety of routes. Tke basic 

pathways of potential exposure axe illustrated diagraaatically ia Figure 

1. Ia this report we will coasidex priaarily four modes ot exposore; 

inhalation, ingestion, aad iaaexaioa due to releases to tke ataospkere 

aad ingestion of fish as a result of aquatic releases. 

Tke basic equation for tke dose to aaa is 

"ijka - Cika U . DiJ. ( 1> 
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where 
C.. - the concentration of radionuclide i in collector or tccvn-l n 

lator k appropriate for awde of exposure •; 
D.. * the djse conversion factor for radionmclide i, organ j, and 

node of exposvre a; 
*« i k_ • the do** or dose rate to organ j from radionuclide i 

associated with collector or accuaulator k and utode of 
exposvre •; 

D • the exposvre tine or intake rate (vsage) associated with 
awde of exposvre a. 

In the sections which follow we will examine the uncertainty associated 
with each of the three basic components of the dose calcvlation. 

The uncertainties considered in this report will be expressed in 
two different ways. One expression will be in terns of the range of 
•easvred or expected valves for the parameterization of interest. This 
way of expressing the uncertainty has the disadvantage of enphasixing 
extreae valves. However, this type of uncertainty aay be nost appropri
ate if one is concerned with calculations of dose to any exposed indivi-

5 6 

dual, snch as when considering accidental releases. The second way of 
expressing (he uncertainty is in terns of the spread of the probability 
distribution of the values for the quantity of interest (see Appendix 
B). The variance of the logtransroraed data is used for this purpose 
because it is often appropriate to assvae a lognomal probability dis
tribution for aany of the quantities of interest in radiological assess-
aents. This aeasvre of uncertainty aay be acre appropriate than the 
range if average ox collective doses are of concern, such ss is the 
ease when considering routine radionuclide releases. 
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3. SOUKCE TERM 

Within a gives pathway, the dose tc £waans from radionuclide 

releases to the fcjiviroaaent is directly proportioaal to the aaocat of 

radioactivity released. Estiaates of the coaposition and aagaitade of 
7 variow* postulated releases froa breeder reactors are available. A 

basifc ass3Bpi.*oa ia the diseassioas of aodel uncertainties which follow 

is that the soarce tsra is well defined. Ia reality, however, the 

specification of tae soarce tera aay be the largest single soarce of 

uncertainty in the assessaeat calculation, especially for short-tera 
8 * 

releases. Detailed consideration and specification of the uncertainty 

associated with the source tera is beyond (he scope of this aodel 

evaluation project. However, this uncertainty autt also be considered 

when the results of this project are applied in decision-asking 

processes. 

4. ENVIRONMENTAL CONCENTRATIONS 

4.1 Air Concentration 

One of the principal ways in wiich radionuclides froa breeder reac

tor facilities reach the enviroarent is via discharges to the »tao-

sphere. Ataospberie dispersion calculations provide sstiastes of air 

concentration resulting froa these releasee. Tue aost frequently used 
9 ataospberic dispersion artel for estiaating a collective dose, aad the 

O?M recoaaended for aost breeder reactor assessaeats, is the Gaussian 

plaae aodel. 1 1 This aodel is widely used because 1 2 l) it produces 

results siailsr to those produeed by other aodelc when eoapsrisoat arc 
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•ade to experimental data, 2) aatheaatical operations are easily per

foraed. 3) it is appealing conceptually, 4) it is consistent with the 

rendca natnie of turbulence, 5) it is a solution to the Fickian diffu

sion equation for constant diffusion and wind speed, 6) other so-called 

theoretical foroula» also contain large amounts of eapiricisa in their 

linal stages, and 7) it is the aodel aost often referred to ia govern

ment guidebooks, such as USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.111 (Ref. 13). The 

Gaussian aodel is often applied when purely theoretically considerations 

call its use into question. This practice has been accepted when 

predicted impacts are so small as to diainish the importance of poten-

ti.al errors. 

The best way to determine the overall uncertainty associated with 

ataospheric dispersion models such as the Gaussian pluce aodel is to 

toupare their predictions with environmental measureaents taken under 

release conditions similar to those assumed by the model. Such studies 

neec to be conducted under a variety of terrain, release height, and 

meteorological conditions. Unfortunately, not enough model validation 

studies havut bern perforaed or are likely to be performed to allow for a 

reliable xtstisticsl analysis of the uncertainty associated with the 
15-18 Gaussian plume model. However, a number of validation studies have 

been reviewed, and a summary of their results is presented in Table 1. 

The references given in Table 1 represent both individual studies 

comparing observed and predicted air concentrations and reviews of other 

such studies. The range given for the ratio of the predicted air con

centration to the observed air concentration for each condition is based 

on a review of all oi the literature cited for that condition and is not 

necessarily representive of any one reference given. The variance was 
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Table 1, Aa estiaate of the ratio of predicted to observed air 
coaeeatratio: associated with predictions made by the Gaussian 

plume atmospheric dispersion model under various release 
conditions 

Variance of 
Conditions Range logtrans- References 

foraed 
data 

Highly instrumented site; 
ground-level centerline 
concentration within 10 km 
of a continuous point source 

ground-level releases O.S - 1.2 0.01 19 
elevated releases 0.65 - 1.35 0.04 19 
maximum air concentration 
for elevated releases 0.5 - 1.5 0.10 19, 20 

Annual average for * 
specific point, flat 
terrain, within 10 km 
downwind of the 
release point 0.5 - 2 0.1S 21 - 23 

Aaaual average for a 
specific point, flat 
terrain, 10 - 150 km 
downwind of the 
release point 0.25 - 4 0.64 24 - 29 

Specific hour and 
receptor point, flat 
terrain, steady 
meteorological conditions, 
within 10 km of the 
release point 

elevated releases 
without building 
wake effects 0.1 - 10 1.77 30 - 35 
elevated releases 
with building 
wake effoots 0.01 - 100 7.07 36 - 18 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Variance of 
Conditions Range logtrans- References 

formed 
data 

Short-term, surface-level 
releases with building 
wake effects using 
temperature gradient 
method of estimating 
atmospheric stability 
wind speeds ovex 2 m/s 0.7 - 100 2.05 39, 40 
wijid speeds under 2 m/s 1 - 100 1.77 40 

Short-tern, surface-level 
releases without building 
wake effects using 
temperature gradient 
method of estimating 
atmospheric stability 
wind speeds over 2 m/s 0.3 - 10 1.02 40, 41 
wind speeds under ?. r./t 1 - 100 1.77 40, 41 

Complex terrain or 
meteorology (e.g.,sea 
breeze regimes) 

annual average 
concentrations 0.1 - 10 1.77 42 - 44 
short-term releases 0.01 - 100 7.07 18, 44 - 51 
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calculated by assuming that the given range in each case represents the 

extremes of a iogunifora probability distribution of predicted to 
52 observed ratios. 

It can readily be seen frost Table 1 that the uncertainty associated 

with G&ussian plume model predictions is highly impendent on the site 

and release conditions being considered. The meteorological and terrain 

condition, specified in the first entry in Table 1 are rather idealistic 

and seldom occur in the real world. As such, the uncertainty values 

given represent estimates of the expected maximum accuracy one can 

achieve with the Gaussian model. For routine release conditions con

sidered over long time periods and over flat terrain, the uncertainties 

remain relatively small. As the release time becomes shorter and/or the 

terrain becomes more complex, however, it can be seen that the uncer

tainty increases. The uncertainty also increases when releases occur 

under complex site or meteorological conditions, such as building influ

ences cr sea breeze regimes. This increase in uncertainty is -lot unex

pected in view of the fact that spctirl -nd temporal change* in air flow 

induced by such release conditions are not accounted for in the norati 

straight-line Gaussian model. 

In an effort to improve upon the uncertainty results presented in 

Table 1, a number of other models have been developed which attempt tc 

include many of the physical processes in the atmosphere i-hac -am not be 

explicitly dealt with in u standard Gaussian plume model. Many of these 

models have been designed especially for use nitb short-term releases 

and/or complex terrain and meteorological conditions. These rudeIs 

range from a simple extension of the conventional Gaussian model to 
S3 account for varying meteorological conditions to more complex. 
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seeniagly aore realistic, dispersion aodels eaployiag various nuaerical 
54-59 techniques. However, it should be aoted th*.t to n m properW t&ese 

aodels often reqnire a aach aore extensiye input data base tli«ta the 

Gaussian aodel, a coaputer with large storage capacity* and a long coa-

put«r running tiae for each simulation desired. SucL requirements 

severely liait the practicality of using nany of these a^re coaples 

aodels in assessaent activities. There is also a shortage of results of 

field testing for these aodels. Therefore, at the present tiae a aodel-

ing approach built on the Gaussian plane aodel seeas •o reaain the aost 

appropriate choice for use in aost assessaents of breeder reactor 

radioactivity releases. 1 5 , 2 5' 6 0 

4.2 Ground Concentration 

Particulates and reactive gases aay deposit on the surface of the 

earth through the processes of dry and wet deposition. Vet deposition 

occurs sporadically duzing specific rain or snow events, but dry deposi

tion processes occur continuously. A nuafcer of different neasurfaents 
61 61 

ot dry deposition processes have been aade. ' Also, a nuaber of dif-
63 

ferent aodels for estiaating plane depletion have been proposed. How

ever, during the course ot this project no dsta have been found that are 

adequate for validating pluae depletion processes. For exaaple, recent 

sodiua release tests to thi ataosphere ' * have shown that sodiua aero

sols tend to fora aggloaerates that fall out rapidly. Forever, aore 

svch tests are needed to establish quantitatively the vffect of this 

aechanisa or subsequent downwind exposure to sodinn. Also, calculations 

have been perforaed in which iselusion of depoaitional processes iu the 

aodel predictions iaproved agreeaent with the observed air concentre-
30 66 61 tions of ilooroscein particles. ' ' However, no deposition 
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aeasureaents were taken d«ring the field studies considered in theie 

coapari*ons. Good agreeaent has also been reported between three 
131 observed and predicted mines of I concentration on crass, bnt 

becanse of the input data need .la the calculation die authors do not 
68 consider their nethods to constitute a validation study. Until such 

data sets becoae available, one cannot spec.'!y tt'j accuracy associated 

with a calculation of concentration on ground or with an air concentra

tion involving significant pluae depletion. 

4.3 Surface Water Concentration 

In general, atmospheric releases froa breeder reactcr facilities 

ar. expected to contribute a larger fraction of the dose to huaans than 
69 are releases to surface waters. One reason for this expectation is 

that the source terra for ataospheri* releases is generally higher than 

the source tern fcx aquatic releases. Also, huaans tend to have mom 

interaction with airborne than with waterborne redionuclides. However-

variations between sites can be large enough that conditions prevailing 

at a specific .site should be considered when atteapting to deteraine the 

relative iaportanee of aquatic or ataospheric exposures in the calcula-
69 tion of doses froa a given facility. 

Often, the dose to nan due to radionuclide releases to surface 

waters is estlasted by siaply diluting ox aixing the effluent stream in 
70 the receiving body of wate". Assessors often assuae that, with regard 

to collective doses, such a procedure is conservative with respect to 

dose estiaation; i.e., the procedure will tend to overestiaste the 

sotual population dose received by huaans. This procedure aay not be 

conservative, however, when estiaating aaxiaua individual doses, if the 

effluent radionuclides are not uniforaly distributed in the cross-stresa 
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direction, or if they can be adsorbed onto sediaents. 
On the basis of ^^.vioi«s reviews of aquatic aodels and thsir asso-

71 71 73 
ciuted uncertainties, * Little inclodes a discussion of those 
•odels that sight be best snited to assess radionuclide releases fron 
breeder reactors to surface water systems when a siaple dilation 
approach has been judged to be inappropriate. The nodeIs considered a u 
two—liaensional, either longitndinal-transverse or longitudinal-
vertical. The models also differ in their capability to account fcr 
&4rptive effects on the pollutant. The Yotsukura-Sayre aodel 
(longitudinal-transverse) does not consider sorptions, but the SERA"RA 
(longitudinal-vertical) and FETKA (longitudinal-transverse) nodeIs do 
consider sorption eri sediaent transport. These aodels are discus'?d 
separately below. 
4.3.1 Model without sorption 74 The aquatic transport aodels of Yotsukura and Cobb and Yotsukura 

75 si* Sayre are concerned with transverse nixing of solutes in streaas. 
These nodeIs eaploy an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system to 
describe the geoaetrical configuration of the channel. This coordinate 
systea, coupled with the flow distribution within it, nllows the easy 
inclasion of the effects of channel irregularities and curvature. 

74 75 
Although both Yotsukura and Cobb and Totsukura and Sayre pub

lished curves of observed and predicted concentration profiles, the 
agreeaent between predictions and observations cannot be gauged froa 
those data, because only the best curves o' prediction were plotted. 
The "best" prediction curve resulted froa varying the value of several 
input parameters nnd generating a group of predictions for each parame
ter value, (i.e., the aodel was calibrated to fit the observations). 
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Nevertheless, Totsukura. Cobb and Sayre felt that this process "veri

fied" their model because the parameters being varied resulted in an 

average diffusion coefficient that vat uniform for a given test and that 
72 was bracketed by published valaes. "nil* model has also been suggested 

76 by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as as. appropriate model to 

use for routine or continuous releases from nuclear power plants when 

their simpler approaches are deemed insufficient. 

4.3.2 Models with sorption 

If the pollutant being assessed is not in a solcbie form or has a 

marked tendency to adsorb to sediments, it may be necessary to use a 

model which is capable of predicting sediment or particulate contaminant 
73 transport. For such an application. Little has suggested considering 

77 
usage of the FETRA model in spite of the large number of input parrme-

7» fg 

ters it requires. FEISA and a similar model, SEKATKA, both esti

mate sediment »nd pollution concentrations downstream from some release 

site as a 'unction of time after the release. However, SEKATKA esti

mates concentrations longitudinally and vertically, while FEIKA consid

ers longitudinal and lateral (transverse) distribution of the pollutant. 

These models are both much more complex than the Totsuknra model men

tioned above. 

The SERATKA aodol has been used to predict time-dependent longitu

dinal and vertieal distributions of sediments and radionuclides in both 

the Columbia79 and Clinch 7 8 rivers. Little and Miller 7 2 found the larg

est discrepancy between observed and predicted concentrations in these 

studies was the naderpredietioa of the observed concentration by mors 
137 than a factor of 4, which occurred with Cs in the Clinch Kiver study. 

Unfortunately, the small number of field observations presented for each 
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study aexj it diffiealt to decide whether the predictioaa are or are act 

ia agreeaeat vita tie aeaecreaeats. 

To tae best of oar kaovledge, FEISA has aot beea applied to any 

radiologieal assessacats. However, it has beea ased to predict the 

traasport of sediaeat aad partiemlate bat aot dissolved fcepoae ia the 

Jeaes BAvex Eataary of east era Virgiaia. The data were pabliahed ia 

aaaeroae figares of sediaeat or kepoae eoaeeatratioa as a faaetioa of 
77 70 

distaaee dowastreaa ia the Jaaies Biver. Little aad Miller foaad 

froai ezaaiaiag these carves that, at a aexiata, FETKA aaderpredieted 

partiealate kepoae eoaeeatratioas by aboat 40% aad aaderpredicted sedi

aeat coaeeatratioas by aearly 70%. 

4.4 Coaceatratioa ia Food 
4.4.1 Tyrmtri*, 1 food ?M*» »Pd«l 

The terrestrial food chela aodel aost coaaoaly ased for assessaint 

parposes is a qaasi-rqailibriaa aodel which assaaes steady-stat. rela-

tioaships betveea Tarioas food-ehaia coapartaeats. Saeh a aodel has 
SO beea reeeaaeaded for ase ia breeder reactor assessments. This aodel 

was developed primarily for ase ia the evaluation of routine eaaieeions 

of radloaoclides, bat given appropriate iapat paraa^er values it aay 

also be need for calculating the tiae-iategrated concentrations follow-
81 82 lag aa aeeldeatal release. ' 

Only Halted validation data are available for terrestrial traa-
83 sport aocels. Farther, only portions of the total pathway are usually 

considered aad only a very few radionuclides have been analysed. For 

ezeaplc, Hoffaan has reviewed published valaes for the milk eoaeeatra

tioa to air concentration ratio (C B/C g) for iodine. Beeaase of the d*f-

fiealty ia deteraiaia^ the physical aad eheaieal fora of the iodiae 
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•oaitored ia air aad the degree to vdieh Measured eoaeeatrations 

represeat equilibrium conditions, the applicability of these values to 

validation of predicted valuee of (C /C ) is liaited. Hoffaaa's 

analysis indicates, however, that the value of 1900 m 1~ for C /C cal-
4 ealated aaiag a given set of generic default paraaeter values aay 

131 overestiaate ailk concentrations of I resulting froa weapons fallout 

or aceideatal releases containing a Mixture of physieocheaical foraa of 

I and •*•- underestiaaie aiii. concentrations resulting froa an air 
131 concentration coaposed only of I.. 

85 Shaeffer used weapons fallout data froa two different sites in 
86 the United States to exaaine the grass-to-ailk transfer factor foi 

radioiodine. He calculated a chronic release equilibria* value of 0.19 

kg 1 for both sites. This value was shown to be an average of 2.5 

tiaes greater than the value derived using the dofault paraaeters recom

mended in Regulatory Guide 1.109 (Ref. 4). 

4.4.2 Agnatic food £&iin. aodel 
87 The approach recoaaended to predict the transfer of radionuelidea 

through the various pathways froa water to the food for aan is to luap 

all processes and aechsnisas into a single factor, celled the bioaeeuau-

lation factor or concentration ratio. Therefore, the predicted concen

tration of a radionuclide in an aquatic food is ;*aply the product of 

the radionuclide concentration in water and the bioaecuamlation factor. 

B, for the radionuclide and food organ!sa. As with the terrestrial food 

chain aodel, this aodel can be used to predict a steady-*tato concentra

tion in an aquatic food organisa as a result of a obronie release situa

tion or a tiae-integrated concentration aa the result of an acute 

release provided that initial conditions are comparable. 
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Valves of B have been aeasnred for fish in naaerons artificial and 

natural systeas. It has been shown that B nay vary as a function of a 

nuaber of factors, such as the stable eleaent concentration in the 

receiving waters, the cheaical fora of the radionuclide released, the 
88 89 ezperiaental procedures eaployed, and others. ' As a result., aost of 

the default values of B chosen for use in radiclogical assessnent aodels 

in the abscence of site-specific information have been intentionally 

designed to tend to overpredict radionuclide concentrations in aquatic 

foods. As seen in Table 2, liaited comparisons of observed radionuclide 

concentrations in fish with predictions aade using selected default 
88 values of B generally support this contention. 

5. DSAQE FACTORS 

As noted in Section 2, for a particular aode of exposale, the dose 

to asn froa a given radionuclide is directly dependent on the exposvre 

tiae or intake rate. Recoaaended values for usage factors have been 
94 

presented for adults. Examination of the literature, however, indi
cates that any such values for usage factors are subject to a large 

aaount of variability, especially between different age groups within 
95-99 the population and aaong specific population groups. 

A liaited nuaber of statistical analyses have been performed ;.n an 

atteapt to quantify the variability associated with various usage fac

tors. The results of these analyses are summarized in Table 3. These 

results are based on measured values for the various food product coa-

suaptlon rstes, but considerable judgement was used in deriving the sta-
98 tistleal paraaeters given. It is interesting to note that the 
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Table 2. Comparison of coapated and measured radionuclide 
tonce txations in ? inf ish and shellfish i&. the oat falls 

of two asclear power stations (adapted frost 
Feldt and laye 8 ) ' 

Computed Measured mean 
Radionuclide Organism Bioaccwaalation concentration. concentration. 

factor Bq/KfC •*/*• 

Marine 
5 4M» 

Sf 

Clam auscle 12,000 155 <0.74 5 4M» 

Sf 

Clam muscle 6 CO 17 7 + 1.5 
5 4M» 

Sf 
Fish anscle 30,000 62 <7.4 

5 4M» 

Sf 
Fish auscle 600 7.8 0.52 ± 0.4 

5 4M» 

Sf Fish sjnscle 100 2.8 0.96 ± 0.7 

5 4M» 

Sf Fish auscle 30 0.93 2.1 + 1.9 

Freshwater 

it. 
32: 
Ms 54, 

<0!!o 
1 3 f c ° . 

Fish muscle 0.9 
Fish smscle 4.500 
Fish auscle 100,000 
Fish auscle 100 
Fish auscle 20 
Fish auscle 400 

322 
7.4 
37 
1.6 
0.41 
7.4 

133 + 59 
3.7 + 5.6 

<7.4 
<0.74 
<0.74 

3.7 • 1.9 

'Compiled by R. L. Blaschard froa references 90 sad 91. 

Bioaccuaulation factors taken froa the following 
references: For shellfish - Reference 92; for finfish - reference 93. 

Computed concentration - Quantity discharged x Dilution 
factor z Biosccuaulation faotor. 
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Table 3. Bstiaates of the vacertainty associated with the aaaaal 
rate of coasaaptioa by admits of various food products 

Food 
Gecaetrie 

•eaa 
Variance 

logtranefo 
data 

of 
raed Reference 

Freshwater 
fiafish 

Leafy 
vegetables 

14 kg/yr 

18 kg/yr 

0.59 

0.23 

Derived in (98) 
fro. (97) 

Derived in (98) 
froa (95) and (96) 

Noa-leafy 
•egetables 45 kg/yr 0.59 Derived in (98) 

from (96) 

Milk 95 1/yr 0.64 Derived in (98) 
fro* (95) 

Beef 94 kg/yr 0.25 Derivsd *n (98) 
fro. (95) and (96) 

Assumes that only 0.25 of total consnaption is grown at exposure 
site. 
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uncertainty associated with these parameters, as expressed by the vari

ance of the loftransformed data, is comparable to that given in Table 1 
99 for annual average air concentrations. Also, it has been suggested 

that a large sonrce of uncertainty associated with calculations of 

external dose is variations in individual habits such as the fraction of 

tine spent outdoors or away from a particular location. It shculd be 

noted, however:, that many usage factors are relatively easy to measure 

on a site-specific basis, and hence, it should be possible to reduce the 

uncertainty in the dose calculation at • given site due to the variabil

ity in the usage parameter. 

6\ DOSE CONVERSION FACTORS 

Dose conversion factors, or dose rate factors, are osed to relate a 

radionuclide exposure to an absorbed radiation dose in humans. Such 

factors are typically derived from mathematical models for a reference 

individual with specified anatomical, physiological, and metabolic 
100 

characteristics. Parameters used in these models are often quanti
fied by a single value, with the recognized variability among tndividu-
als being ignored. 

It is not practical to directly net .-e absorbed dose in the tis-
99 sues of a living person. Components of the models used to calculate 

dose have been compared to experimental observations, thus resulting in 

"partial validation" of the dosinetrlc modal*. However, validation of 
99 the entire dosimetric calculation would seem to be precluded. 

Separate sets of dose conversion factors are used for different 

modes of exposure, two of which are disenssed separately below. 
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(.1 Internal Dosimetry 

Internal dose conversion factors relate the dose to a particular 

body organ to the amount of a given radionuclide thst enters the body 

either through inhrlation or ingestion. Separate ra'iionuclide-specific 

dose conversion factors applicable to adults have fceen recommended for 
102 each of these two pathways. Various metallic models are used to 

determine the amount of the radionuclide in an organ of interest. Th«»e 

models have been pat.tiai.ly tested for selected radionuclides using 
99 observations in man and other mammalian species. The relationship 

between dose rate and organ burden is ba«ed on well founded physical 

principles and subjectec to empirical tests in physical phantoms of the 

body. 

6.2 External Dosimetry 

Determination of dose conversion factors for various body organs 

from an external exposure to photons (gamma and x-ray) and electrons 

(beta particles and conversion electrons) involves consideration of two 

facets: 

1. characterization of the radiation field, 

2. a model combining the field with a description of the 
99 toman body. 

Computational methods based on sound physical principles are available 

for characterizing the radiation field, but they are often difficult to 

employ. As a result, idealized distributions of the radiation field are 

often assumed. For exampl*, an infinitely thin source of infinite spa

tial extent is often assrned for radionuclides deposited on ground sur

faces; likewise, a semi-infinite cloud of uniform spatial concentration 

http://pat.tiai.ly
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is generally used for airborne radionuclides. These idealizations are 

designed to bias the resulting dose predictions by a factor of 2 to $ 
99 overproduction in most cases. It should be noted, however, that the 

dc«s to aan frost a plume of energetic gamut rays passing overhead any be 

underestimated if the pluae has not yet touched ground and a simple dose 

conversion factor based on the semi-infinite cloud model is being 

used. 

Absorbed dose estimates for various body organs have b*en developed 

from Monte Carlo radiation transport calculations using mathematical 

models of the human body.* Results of some such calculations compared 

favorably to measurements in a physical phantom of the human body. 

As noted above, however, no validation data in humans exists for the 

external dose calculation. 

Focher has extensively reviewed the sources of uncertainty asso

ciated with use of external dose conversion factors, but he did not' 

attempt to quantify this uncertainty. The uncertainty in the external 

dose crnversion factor is slso probably less than the uncertainty in the 

internal dose conversion factor, toe, since little variation in doses 

from external sources is expected due to individual anatomical differ-
99 ences. Kocher suggests that the uncertainty in the dose conversion 

factor is probably less than the uncertainty in the environmental con

centration used in the dose calculation. 
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7. mCLtTAXNlT IN DOSE TO MAN 

In the previous sections ve have considered the uncertainty associ

ated with various environmental transport and dosiaetry aodels and 

paraaeters used to assess the iapact on aan of radionuclides released to 

the enviroraent by fast breeder reactors. Th<5 purpose of this section 

is to ezaaine the resulting uncertainty in estimates of the dose to aan 

froa the coabined use of these icodels and paxaaeters. 

7.1 Analysis of Predictive Uncertainties Based on Est lasted 

Input Paraaeter Variability 

It is clear froa the resrlts presented in the previous sections 

that not enough inforaation exists to specify the uncertainty in the 

calculation of the dose to nan on the basis of validation .studies alone. 

Therefore, alternative aethods to deteraine the potential uncertainty in 

environmental radiation assessaents have been developed and applied to 
106—112 dose prediction aodels. These aethods are based solely on an 

analysis of the variability of aodel input paraaeters (Appendix C) and 

the resulting iapact on the variability in predicted dose. Such methods 

provide an indication of the variability of potential aodel predictions 

and an estlaate of the bias due to the selection of single paraaeter 

values in assessaent aodels, but the additional bias inherent in tht 

aodel structure reasins untested. 

It aust be constantly reaeabered that these analyses rest on three 

key sssuaptions: 

1. the aodel'% structure is unbiased, ?o correct input values will 

give correct oatput; 
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2. the parameters in the atodel are etatittieally iadependent and 

therefore not correlated, or else the correlations among varioas 

paraaeters is knowA; 

3. the parameter raises and their estimated distribution* are relevant 

to the tree popalation of pa.*aaeter values prevailing for the con

ditions bring addressed by the model. 

In general, oaly model validation stadies caa rabstantiate or refate the 

correctness of all of these assamptions. 

The results of a number of analyses of the uncertainty in the dose 

to man based on an analysis of the variability of input parameters are 

summarised in Table 4. These studies include both numerical and analyt

ical techniques for propagating the input parameter uncertainties 

through the model. The estimated range given represents the expected 

interval to include 95% of all possible outcomes predicted by the model. 

This interval is deterained for an assumed lognormal probability distri

bution. 

An important submodel contained in each of the analyses reported in 

Table 4 is that for internal dosimetry. The aacertainty associated with 

various internal dose conversion factors has also been analyzed by exa

mining the variability of t'ae input parameters used ia the model. These 

resalts are summarized in Table 5. 

It can be seen in Table 4 that the estimated raage in dose is 

approximately 1 to 2 orders of magnitude ia all of the studies refer

enced. Also, the geometric mean is generally within an order ot magai-

tade of the upper limit of the estimated range. The varianee of the 

logtraasformed data is also very similar ia all of these stadias. 
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Table 4. A suaaary of studies of the uncertainty in the dose to aan 
based on an analysis of the variability of the input parameters 

used in the calculations! aodel 

Quantity 

Variance of 
Radio— logtrans-
nuclide foraed 

data* 

Estimated Geoaetric 
range aean Reference 

Dose rate at age 70 
firoa lifetiae exposure 
to unit activity 
i»i soil (uGy/yr) 

lung (inhalation) 

bone (ingestion) 

239 

239 
Pu 0.67 0.018 - 0.46 0.09 113 

Pu 4.0 0.0021 - 6.04 0.11 113 

Dose rate to thyroid 
of infants per unit 
air concentration 
froa ingestion of ailk 1 , 1 

(Sv/yr per Bq/a3) " \ 1.0 0.18 - 9.8 1.3 84 

Dose rate to thyroid 
of infants per unit 
air concentration 
froa ingestion of ailk 1- 1 

(Sv/yr per Bq/a3) " \ 1.3 0.11 - 10.0 1.1 110 

Dose equivalent to 
adults per unit 
water concentration 
froa ingestion of 
fish 
(uSv per Bq/1) 

bone surface 

whole body 

90 Sr 
137 Cs 

3.9 

1.4 

1.3 - 3500 

17 - 1900 

68 

180 

98 

98 
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Tabic 4 (continued) 

Variance of 
Radio- logtr*ns- Estimated Geometric 
nuclide foxned range mean Reference 

data* 
Quantity 

Dose equivalent to 
adults per unit 
ground deposition 
rate from ingestion 
of leafy vegetables 
(uSv per Bq/m -d) 

bone surface 

whole body 

90 
137 

Sr 1.2 8.1 - 660 73 98 

Cs 0.77 0.066 - 2.2 0.38 98 

Dose equivalent to 
adults per unit 
ground deposition 
rate from ingestion 
of non-leafy vegetables 
(uSv per Bq/m -d) 

bone surface 

whole body 

90 
137 

Sr 1.7 6.7 - 1300 92 98 

Cs 1.4 0.C84 - 10 0.92 98 

Dose equivalent to 
adults per unit 
gronnd deposition 
rate from ingestion 
of milk 
(uSv per Bq/m -d) 

bone surfsce 

whole body 

90 Sr 
137 Cs 

1.7 

1.4 

3.0 - 560 

0.22 - 23 

41 

2.2 

98 

98 
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Table 4 (continued) 

Variance of 
Badio- logtrans- Estimated Geometric 

Quantity nuclide f orated range mean Reference 
data* 

Dose equivalent to 
advlts per unit 
ground deposition 
rate froa ingestion 
of aeat 
(•ST per Bq/a -d) 

bone svrfnce "sr 2.1 0.84 - 260 15 98 
waole body 1 3 7 c . 1.1 1.4 - 100 12 98 

*Unitless. 

Based on 95% confidence interval of assuaed lognoraal distribu
tion. 
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Table 5. A snaaury of stadias of fhe aacertaiaty ia tke internal dose 
coaversioa factor based oa aa analysis of tke variability of tke 

inpat peraae+.ers ased ia tke calcalatiomal aodel 

Radio- Mode 
nuclide of Organ 

exposare 

Variaaee of 
Afe logtrans-

groap formed 
data* 

Bstiaated Geoaetrie 
xaage aean Reference 
(Sr/MBq) (Sr/BBq) 

131 I Inges- Tkyroid Newborn 
tion 

129 I Inges
tion 

0.4S 1.4 - 21 5.3 101 
Children 
(0.5 -
2 Trs.) 0.43 0.82 - 11 3.1 101 

Adolescents 
(6 -

16 Trs.) 0.35 0.59 - 6".3 1.9 101 
Adalts 0.35 0.10 - 1.0 0.3 101 

1 Adalts 0.66 Estiaated 
froa (101) 
ia (114) 

137 Cs Inges Total 
tion body Children 

and 
adolescents 

(0.1 -
18 Trs.) 0.18 

Adnlts 0.09 

0.004 - 0.019 0.009 115 

0.005 - 0.017 0.010 115 

90 Sr Inges- Bone 
tion sarfaee Adalts (.12 0.0002 - 0.0008 0.0004 98 

*Dnitless. 
V 
Based on 95% confidence interval of assnaed lognorasl distriba-

tioa. 
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The variance of the logtransforaed data is an especially nsefnl 

aeasnre of aodel and pnraaeter uncertainty because it provides a direct 

coaparison of the variability aaong aodel paraaeters as well as a way of 

analyzing the variability in aodel ontpnt when the paraaeters are 

linear, aultiplicative coaponents of the aodel, as is the case with 

Eq.(l) (Refs. 2, 114). By coaparing values of this paraaeter in Table 4 

with the valves of the variance of the logtransforaed data given in 

Table 3 and Table 5. it can be seen that the nsage factors and the dose 

conversion factors can contribnte a large fraction to the total 

estiaated uncertainty in the dose to aan. Many of the dose estiaates 

given in Table 4 are for releases to the ataosphere. By ezaaining Table 

1 it can be seen that for annual average dose estiaates the uncertainty 

in air concentration, as ezpressed in the variance of the logtransforned 

data, is generally less than the uncertainties in the reaaining portions 

of the dose calculation. As the averaging tiae gets shorter, however, 

the uncertainty in the air concentration under soae circoastances aay 

far ezceed tL - reaaining uncertainties in the dose calculation as 

estiaated in Table 4. 

7.2 Other Uncertainty Estiaates 

Orjer-of-aagaitude estiaates of the uncertainty associated with 

various aspects of the calculation of the dose to aan froa various 

long-lived radionuclides have been aade. These estiaates are suanarized 

in Tab^e 6. The values given in this table are based aore on judgment 

than on rigorous aatheaatieal analysis. It is interesting to note, how

ever, that the uncertainty estiaates given in Table 6 do not differ 

greatly froa the estiaates presented in previous tables in this report. 
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Table 6. Order-of-magnitude estimates of the uncertainty associated 
with various dose calculations based primarily on seientifie 

judgement 

Range 
Quantity Radionuclide (Orders of Reference 

magnitude) 

Estimated maximum dose 
equivalent rate to the 
•ost exposed individuals 
near various reference . .. __ 1 5 1 

nuclear facilities 3H. C, W I r . 3 I 1 - 2 116 

Estiaated global effects 
for a period of 10,000 
years folloving a 
release to the 
atmosphere 

atmospheric 14, specific activity C <1 117 

dose rate 
conversion ... 
factor *C <1 117 

Estimated long-term 
population io*» 
resulting from a 
known xelease to a 
freshwater surface-
water system 

environmental 
concentration Pa 

individual 
intake Pn 

dose rate 
conversion 
factor Pn 
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Ike aaeertaiaty estiaates givea la Table 6 for H aad C are baaed oa 

a "specific activity" approaek for calculating the dose froa tkeae radioau-

elldes. The aethods that have beea reeoaaeaded for aae fox hypothetical 
3 14 breeder reactor releaaea of H aad C are alao based oa a apeeific 

activity approach. This approach asaaaea that the radioaa "ide aad 

stable isotopes of the saae eleaeat behave essentially ideatieal in the 

eaviroaaeat. If eoaplete equilibriua between a receptor in a critical 

group aad ita eaviroaaent are aaaaaed, the specific activity approach 

shoald resalt in an apper liait estiaate of the iaitial dose to that recep-
„ 9S.1U tor. 

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Estiastes based on currently available data of the uncertainty aasoci-

ated with aodels and paraaeters used to assess the iapact oa aan of 

radioactivity relates to the environment by breeder reactor facilities 

have beea saaaarised. The aodels ezaaiaed are siailar to those reecaaeaded 

for use in breeder reactor radiological assessaents. They include those 

developed for the prediction of ataospheric and hydrologie transport, ter

restrial and aquatic food-chain bioaeeaaaletioa, and internal and external 

dosiaetry. Both long-tern and ahort-tera release conditions are discussed. 

Validation studies for the straight-liae Gaussian plane ataospheric 

dispersion aodel aader various release conditions have been oxsafaed. 

Annual average air concentrations over flat terrain can be predicted within 

a factor of 2 to 4. However, it wrs also found that the accuracy of thia 

aodel decreases as the averaging tine decreases and/or the ooaplexity of 

the aeteorclogical and terrain conditions increase. More dats sre needed 
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to perfora a statistical analysis of the uncertainty associated with tie 

nodel although, sufficient data for this purpose are unlikely to be avail

able. Such data will also allow a clearer determination of whether aore 

coaplex aodela should supplement the coaaon Gaussian plume aodel in radio

logical assessaents under soae circumstance a. 

The uncertainty associated with three aquatic transport aodels was 

ezaaiaed, two of which include the effects of radionuclide sorption onto 

sediaents. These aodels have been recommended for use when simple stream 

dilution aodels are judged t<> be inappropriate. Much less validation data 

were reviewed for these aquatic aodels than for atmospheric dispersion 

aodels. None of the aodels coapared with this limited i*t* base over-

predicted by aore than a factor of 2 or underpredicted by aore than a fac

tor of 4. This level of ability to predict aquatic transport of materials 

is probably adequate for most routine assessments since doses from aquatic 

sources are generally sasll compared to other dose pathways. 

Only limited validation data were found for predictions of radionu

clide concentrations in terr?srrial and aquatic foods. One study indicated 

a tendency for a given set of generic default paraaeter values to over-
131 predict the concentration of I in ailk resulting from an air eonceatra-

131 tioa composed of a aizture of physical and cheaical font of I. It was 

also found that aost of the default values of the fish bioaecuaulation fac

tor chosen for use ia radiological assessaent aodels is the absence of 

site-specific inforaation lead to overpxedictions of radionuclide concen

trations 

Dose conversion factors are used to relate a radionuclide exponure to 

an ibsoxbed radiation dose in huasns. Validation of these factors has not 

>een done, however, because it is not practical to direotly aeasure 
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absorbed dose in tke tissnes of a living person. Internal dose conversion 

factors have been developed nsing physical phantoms of the body, as have 

some external dose conversion factors. The nncertainty in the latter quan

tity is expected to be less than the uncertainty in the internal &*se 

conversion factor because little variation in doses from external sources 

is expected due to individual anatomical and physiological differences. 

A liaited nuaber of statistical analyses have been performed for the 

rates of intake by adult, of various food products. The values of these 

and other usage factors axe highly age dependent, and the variability of a 

given factor within a particular age category nay be quite large. Addi

tional variability nay be associated uith the location from which food is 

obtained with respect to individual residences. These variabilities nay 

have a significant iapset on the overall uncertainty of the final dose cal

culation. 

Mot enough information ezistf to specify the overall uncertainty in 

the calculation of the dose to man on the basis of validation studies. As 

a result, alternative methods to determine the potential uncertainty asso

ciated with dose prediction models have been developed. In this study both 

estimates of uncertainty based on an analysis of the variability of input 

parameters and estimates of uncertainty based primarily on scientific 

judgement have been considered. The range in predicted doses per unit 

environmental concentration was estimated to be 1 to 2 orders of magnitude 

with the extreme values having a very low probability of occurrence. The 

uncertainty in the dose conversion fsctor and the uncertainty ia the usage 

factor may be significant contributors to the overall uncertainty in dose. 

For annual average releases to the atmosphere from many sites the uncer

tainty in the air concentration is small relative to the overall 
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uncertainty in dose. As the averaging tiae for the release decreases, how
ever, the uncertainty in the air concentration aay bscoae increasingly sig
nificant. 

If the uncertainties in the dose calculation are to he reduced, the 
priority of which uncertainty source to ezsaine first showld be addressed. 

119 
Hoffman has suggested the following ranked uncertainties for investiga
tion froa highest to lowest priority: 

1. Source tern. 

1. Food chain bioaccuaulation and transport. 

3. Boaan usage. 

4. Physical dispersion. 

5. Dose conversion factors. 

Both the relative aagnitude of each tera's uncertainty and the praetability 
of reducing this uncertainty were considered when coapiling this list. For 
ezaaple, the dose conversion factor was given the lowest priority on this 
list because it is perhaps the ao*t difficult to iaprove due to natural 
huaan variability and the iapraetsbility of aeasuring absorbed dose in 
huaans. 

Many of the uncertainty estiastes presented in this report represent 
only estiaates of the variability of a aodel's output and bias due to 
selection of input paraaeters. More validation studies need to be per' 
foraed for these assessaent nodeIs wherever possible to determine their 
accuracy. Also, tbe uncertainty in the anouot of aateriti released to the 
environment aust be considered when estiaating the overall aocuracy of 
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predictions of the dose to nan as a result of radionaclide releases by 

breeder reactor facilities. However, despite these liaitt ions, it is 

hoped that the uncertainty estimates presented in this report can provide 

guidance to decision aakers as they examine the expected uncertainty asso

ciated with specific dose assessaent calculations such as those found in 

environmental impact statements and safety analysis reports. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is in the process of 

preparing a report containing recommended generic models aad parameter 

values to be used to predict the dose to the most exposed individuals 

(critical groups) as a result of routine radionuclide releases froa nuclear 
120 facilities. The aodels presented in this IAEA report are siailar to 

those recommended for use for breeder reactor radiological ijsessaents. 

Not all of the parameter values in the IAEA report, however, are the same 

as those recommended for breeder reactor assessments. The IAEA report sug

gests that when doses calculated using their generic models and parameter 

values are within au order of magnitude of a relevant dose limit that the 

calculations should be carefully evaluated to determine if the models and 

parameter values being used are appropriate for the specific site being 

assessed. Provided that the parameter values used are representative of 

tho population groups being assessed, the uncertainty estimates presented 

in this report ind'eafe that '.his is a reasonable guideline for most sites 

when generic aodels and perimeter values are used to calculate doses from 

annual average radionuclide releases. Por accidental releases, especially 

those from reactors located in vites dominated by coaplex terrain and/or 

coastal meteorology, tke uncertainty in the dose calculations may be much 
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larger thaa an order of aagaitade. As a result, it mmj be aeeessaxy to nse 

a significant anoaat of site-speeifie information to redaee the saoaat of 

uncertainty in the dose ealealations aader these eireaaistaaees. 
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Appendix A 

The Model Evaluation Project 
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The U.S. Departaent of Energy (DOE) Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reac

tor (LMPBR) safety effort is divided into four Lines of Assurance (LOAs) 

structured as four protective barriers, all of which aust be breached 

before the public is endangered by an LMPBR malfunction. 

The four Lines of Assurance are: 

LOA-1: Prevent Accidents (by system reliability), 

LOA-2: Liait Core Daaage (by fault accoaodation), 

LOA-3: Maintain Containment Integrity (by energy 

and debris accoaaodation), and 

LOA-4: Attenuate Radiological Consequences. 

There is also a coordinating area called LOA Support and Integration. 

Ezperiaental and analytical work is underway in each of these areas 

by various DOE contractors. This work is sponsored by the Safety and 

Physics Division of the Office of Reactor Research and Technology and is 

managed by the Fast Reactor Safety Technology Management Center located 

at the Argonne National Laboratory. One project underway at Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory as part of the LMFBR safety prograa is entitled 

Model Evaluation of Breeder Reactor Radioactivity Releases. The purpose 

of this aodel evaluation project is to develop and validate the technol

ogy base of analytical tools (aodels) specifically required to achieve 

LOA-4 goals for capabilities to predict individual and population expo

sures and health effects resulting froa postulated breeder reactor 

radionuclide releases to the environcent. 

As noted by Boffaan in one of the first reports prepared by the 

staff of this aodel evaluation project,*2 

(t)he determination of the iapaet of hypothetical radioactivity 
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releases from fast breeder reactors requires the use of mathemati-
cal aodels. These aodels are employed as tools to predict the 
environmental transport and subsequent dose associated with 
specific radionuclides that aay be released daring routine or 
accidental situations involving the operation of these facilities. 
Because these aodels can only be approximations of real events, a 
degree of uncertainty is associated with their use. Generally, 
this uncertainty has been assumed to result in overestiaates of 
actual environmental concentrations or doses. Such conservative 
aodels are useful when their predictions lead to estiaates of 
environmental concentrations or doses that axe no caase for con
cern. If, however, these conservative aodels predict concentra
tions or doses which approach or exceed established standards, it 
is possible that expensive measures would be initiated to alleviate 
a problea generated solely by the aodel. On the other hand, 
attempts to reduce the conservetisa eaployed by a aodel to improve 
its predictive accuracy must also focus on improving predictive 
precision. A model aimed at predicting only the average or most 
probable concentration ox dose resulting from a given release aay 
run a high risk of underestiaating actual concentrations or doses 
unless the uncertainty associated with its predictive capability is 
reduced or, at least, taken into account. There is a need, there
fore, to evaluate the aodels to determine the degree of uncertainty 
associated with their predictions. 
Daring this projct accomplishments have been made in five aajor 

noi's. areas: 

A3 1. The aodels to be evaluated have been compiled. 

2. The aodels' conceptual framework, simplifying assumptions, and data 
bases are being evaluated. 

3. Uncertainty estiaates have beea aade based on scientific judgaents, 
input paraaeter analyses, and validation studies. ' 

4. Eecoaaeadations concerning aodels and paraaeter values are being 
. All, All aade. 

A12 A13 
5. Recommendations for research are being aade. ' 

The progress aade in each of these activities has beea documented in a 
nuaber of Laboratory reports, open literature publications, and 
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conference proceedings, ia addition to those pwblieatioas eited 

above. 

Work oa this project ia coatiaaiag with cmrreat efforts beiag 

foeased ia three aajor areas: 

1. Coaparisoa of predietioas frea wariowe eawiroaaeatal traasport 

aodels with aev aesswred field data as it becomes available to 

estimate the aaeertaiaty ia aodel oatpat; 

2. Coatiaaed updating of reeoaaeadatioas eoaeersiag aodels aad paraae-

ters best salted to breeder reaetor environmental radiologieal 

assessaeats; aad 

3. Ideatificatioa of farther aodel evaluation, eayiroaaeatal research, 
A13 and bicaedical research needs. , 

As this work continues, modifications of the iaforaatioa coataiaed ia 

this report will be aade as required. 
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Appendix B 
Some Statistical Properties of the Lognoraal Distribution 
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The ststistieel distribntion sssociated with anny environmental 

quantities will approximate the lognonal distribntion. This appendix, 
Bl adapted from one in Dunning and Schwarz, briefly describes soae of the 

fundamental relationships of lognonal distributions. 

Consider a positive variate X such that In X is nonaally distri-
2 buted with mean u and variance o . Variate X has the positively shewed 

lognonal distribution L(n, o). Many of the statistical properties of 

the frequency density distribution L(n, a) nay be expressed by the func

tional relationship between u and o (Ref.B2). 

The value of several measures of position within the distribution, 

i.e., the node (X ), Median (X ), aean (X), the 2.25 percentile (X. „_), 
p B Z.X3 

and the 97.75 percentile (X__ __) are given by 

X 
p 

-
2 

X 
• 

= e" 

X m 

2 

e 

X 2 . 25 - e"--2o 

*97.75 

In this study, the probable range in X was attuned to be equal to the 

difference between XQ_ _, and X~ «« 0 r approximately 95% of the possible 
2 outcomes. The standard deviation or the variance, s or s respectively, 

of the frequency distribution of X may be found from 
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2 2 2n+« , 9 „. e r (e -1) 

Given a set of data of unknown distribution, several tests aay be 

performed to ezaaine the assnaption of lognoraality. An informal test 

is to plot the raw data on logaritbaic probability paper. If the data 

can be reasonably fitted with a straight line, a logaoraal distribution 

aay be assuaed. More rigorous tests, especially when trying to choose 

between an assnaption of lognoraality or noraality, are given by the 
B3 B4 Eolaogorov—Sairnov one-saaple test or others. * 

2 The paraaeters u and a aay be estiaated froa N independent and 

individual observations of X, (i = 1 to N) by 

Niti * 

i«i 

For a lognoraal distribution, the paraaeters u and a aay be estlasted 

froa the arithaetic aean (X) and the standard deviation (s) of the raw 

data by 

1«- *V, In 

;*ll] I 
i+ 
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H e last two equations listed above were used to derive values of u and 
2 

a , respectively, froa soae of the cited references as needed for the 

construction of Table 4. 

If only the range in variate X is known, it nay be reasonable to 

assume tin* X is associated with a continuous unifora or loguuiforn rec

tangular probability distribution. If a and b represent the ainiaua and 

aaziaua values of the range in X, respectively, the mean u and the vari-
2 B5 

ance, a , of the logunifora distribution is estimated by 

(In b + In a) 
2 

(In b - In a ) 2 

12 

The latter equation was used to calculate the variance of the 

logtransfomed data presented in Table 1. 

2 
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As aoted ia Seetioa ?. ia the absence of exteasive validation data 

aa astiaate of tke poteatial uncertainty associated with aodel predic-

tioas eaa be obtained through aa aaalysis of tke variability of tke 

iapat paraaeters ased ia tke aodel. It aast be emphasized again, kow-

*».*r. tkat aay sack aaalysis aay provide aa iadicatioa of tke variabil

ity of a M l oatpat bat not of its accaraey. Oaly aodel validatioa 

experiaeats caa provide iaforaatioa oa tke aecaracy of a aod«l's oatpnt. 

Sear ekes of tke literatare kave been aade for reported valaes of 

tke iapat parameters ased ia varioas food ekaia traasport aodels. Typi

cally, a siagle valae for eack of tkese paraaeters is ased ia radiologi

cal assessaeat models sack ss tkose recoaveaded for breeder reactor 
CI aasessaeats. It has beea foaad, however, that there is generally a 

spread of valaes reported ia the literatare for each of these paraae

ters. The reST.1VJn», probability distribution have been estimated, and 

the statistical paraaeters necessary to describe these distributions 

have beea calculated. 

The results of a auaber of analyses of selected iapat paraaeters 

a^el ia varioas food chain traasport aodels are summarized ia Table C.l 

(Ret. 02). The paraaeters listed in Table C.l are assnaed to be associ

ated vith logiorwal probability distribations. The original parameter 

valuet used to derive Table C I were obtain-.' from the literature. As a 

result, the data have not beea obtained at random from an appropriate 

experimental dssiga, and the aaoaat of information available to inter

pret che qualify of reported valaes for the varioas paraaeters varies 

from parameter to paraaeter aad from document to document for any given 
C* 

paraaeter. Furthermore, the quantity of data available is not uni
formly distributed among the various parameters listed in Table C*. 

http://st.1v
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Table C.l. Variability ladices deterained for selected input 
pararstars used in environmental radiological assessaent 

aodvls (adopted fro* Miller aad loffaan) 

Paraaeter Range 
Variance of 
logtrans
formed 
data 

lefereace 

Environmental half-ciae on 
growing vegetation, days 

all values for herbaceous 
vegetation 2.8 - 34 0.30 C2 

I. vapor on herbaceous 
vegetation 4.5 - 14 0.11 C2 

I particulates on 
herbaceous vegetation 2.8-16 0.31 C2 

other particulates on 
herbaceous vegetation 9.0-34 0.14 C2 

Dry deposition velocity, ca/s 

particulates 0.001 - 60 

reactive gases 

4.2 

0.015 - 8.0 1.4 

Estiaated in (C2) 
froa values 
tabulated 
in (C4) 

Interception fraction 
fcr forage grasses 0.02 - 0.82 1.5 C3 

Vegetation density 
2 forage, kg (dry vt.)/a 0.04 - 1.6 0.35 

leafy vegetables* 
kg (fresh wt.)/a 0.36 - 5.3 0.21 

cs 
C5 
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Table C.l (coatiaaed) 

Variance of 
Paraaetor tinge logtraas- leference 

foraed 
data 

Total feed eoasaaptioa 
rate for dairy cowe, 
kg (dry «t.) per 
cow per day 6 - 2 5 0.014 C5 

Milk traaafer factor 
for dairy cows, 
days/liter 

iodiae 0.0027 - 0.035 0.30 C5 

stroatiwa 0.00064 - 0.0045 0.28 C5 

ceaiaa 0.0025 - 0.016 0.34 C5 

Beef transfer factor, 
days/kg 

eesiaa 0.0047 - 0.09: 0.66 C5 

xkese paraaet^rs are readily iaprored on a site-specific basis. 
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Therefora. direct coapariaoa of tie reaalta preaeated la Table C.l ia 

liatited beeaaae of iaeqnalitiea ia tke qmaatity aad qnality of data for 
C2 each parameter. 

Tke yariabilitj rapreaeated ia Table C.l for tke varioa* aodel 

iapat paraaetera akomld be larger tkaa oae adgkt expeot for a givea 

paraaeter at a apeeific tite beeaa ;e velvet of tke iadividael paraaetera 

were obtained froa a variety of loeatioaa. Therefore, tke variabilitiea 

reported ia Table C.l akoald be aore indicative of the overall rarlabil

ity aaaociated witb tke geaeric applieatioa of defaalt valaee of tkeae 
C2 paraaetera. The variability ia aodel predietioaa aa a reavlt of tie 

variability ia tke aodel iapat paraaetera eaa be redaced if tie correla
te 

tioaa betvaea varioaa iapat paraaetera eaa be qaaatified. Sack deter
mination ia not a aiaple teak, kowever, becavae aiaaltaaeoaa aeaaareaeat 

of tke varioaa correlated paraaetera ia reqaired at varioaa interval* ia 
C2 tiae. * 
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